The putting of this art of fighting in writing is part of the pragmatic literacy (Pragmatische Schrifftlichkeit), especially of the technical literature (Fachliteratur) 3 . The different author's intents reflect these trends, but introduce the codification of fighting techniquesembodied knowledge -, through different attempts of notation of movement with or without illustration 4 .
In medieval thought, this art is part of the mechanical arts (artes mechanicae)5, especially of the courtly arts (mhg. Hofkunst, lat. theatrica). Johannes Purgold, who compiles various customary rights in his Eisenacher Rechtsbücher at the turn of the fifteenth century, described the courtly arts as follows: 32, original footnote no. 32] , the runner, the jumper, the rider, the one who trust thrust, the one who defends and those alike." 6 Under the latter mechanical arts category fall all crafts related to entertainment (games, proto-sports, leisure), but also allow, in the context of their pragmatic literacy, "the selfrepresentation of aristocratic and middle-class circles." (Hils, 1985a:16) 7 . In the courtly arts are also ranked the secret or magic arts 8 . Like those, under the pen of the glossators of the Johannes Liechtenauer's Epitome, the arts of combat are transmitted through secret and hidden words (mitt verborgen vnd verdeckten worten) , so that art is not commonly disclosed (darumb daz die kunst nitt gemain solt werden 9 ). Thus, the defense of an art just or correct 10 , against rivals 11 or to prevent it from being disclosed to the "rurals" 12 is a topos that appears within the entire corpus.
"The courtly art has under it three main crafts. The first is the fighter, he is a major craft and has under him several crafts, such as the fighter [T.N.: schermer differs from fechter, see footnote
The intended audience, according to the authors who specify it, is twofold: on the one hand the established aristocracy, on the other hand, the "fighters", the latter category includes all social strata able to fight13. Entering the sixteenth century, this duality is more pragmatically formulated and the relationship between the practice of the art and the burghers is attested. For example, in 1539, Fabian Auerswald in the prologue of Ringer kunst: fünff vnd Achtzig stücke... explicitly addresses people of high or low status 14 .
"Social distinctions and class identities play a prominent role in these textes, atlhough perhaps in unexpected ways: where class is emphazised, the text generally works as a means for those of a non-noble background to associate themselves with a knightly art,
8 Some Fightbooks are part of collections (id est: volume containing different texts, some of the same genre, some of miscellaneous genres) including texts, recipees or treatises about alchemy, metallurgy, astronomy, medicine, magical skills, etc. For examples: Anonymous of 1389 (Nürnberg, Germanisches Natonalmuseum, Hs 3227a) see Leng (2008:16-17) ; Hans Talhoffer, [Gothaer Codex] , 1448 (Gotha, Universitäts-und Forschungsbibliothek, Chart. A 558), see Leng (2008:42-44) ; Hugo Wittenwiler, cited in footnote 1; anonymous [Kolner Fechtbuch] , first part of the XVIth c. (Köln, Historisches Archiv der Stadt, Ms Best. 7020), see Bauer (2009:36) ; etc. 9 After Sigmund ain Ringeck quoted in Wierschin (1965:6) . The first anonymous glossator in 1389 (mistakenly reffered to as Hanko Dobringer) specifies: Darumb daß sÿ nit yderman vernemen noch versteen sol. Quoted in Zabinski (2010:140) . 10 For example: Hans Talhoffer, 1459 (Det Koneglige Bibliothek, Kopenhagen, Thott 290 2°) fol.1v : Jtem die Sloß der rechten kunst nach dem alß die maister Die abgetailt hand von genähe wegen Daz ouch billich zu behaltent ist wen diß ist der recht grunde. On the institutionalisation of the art, see for instance Müller (1994:358-362 Rubboli-Cesari (2002:31) . His follower, Filippo di Vadi in 1482, specifies : a ciò che mai, per modo alcuno, tale industria arte e dotrina non pervenga a le mane de homini rusticali e di vile condizione. Edited in Rubboli-Cesari (2005:34) . 13 Fiore dei Liberi, same manuscript as the latter footnote: Quapropter ab hoc precioso archano censeo reppellendos et per opositum ad ipsum comitandos reges duces principes et barones, ceteros denique curiales et alios habiles in duello. Edited in Rubboli-Cesari (2002:31) . The same is to be found in the german tradition, see Peter von Danzig in his preamble in 1452: die kunst fürsten vnd herren Ritt° vnd knechten zu° gehört das sÿ die wissen vnd lernen sullen. Edited in Hagedorn (2008:6) . 14 von hohen oder nidern Stand. Quoted in Welle (1993:162) .
and so give form to their aspirations for upwartd social mobility." (Forgeng 2012:172) This "social mobility" of the burghers in competition with the aristocracy has been the subject of numerous studies for the end of the fifteenth, but especially for the sixteenth century 15 . In connection with the handling of weapons, their carrying rights and the culture of violence conceptions, see Tlusty (2011) and Morsel (2000 and 2004) for the Holy Roman Empire; Verrier (1997) for Italy and Briost et al. (2002) for France. In relation with the corpus of Fightbooks, the question of the social status of masters and practitioners has been addressed by most of the authors of reference. The one who wrote the most about the issue is Hils (1985a Hils ( , 1985b Hils ( and 1995 , including research investigating the legislative texts 16 . More recently Wetzler (2012:68) asserts that martial arts were practiced by every social strata in the late Middle Ages and early Renaissance 17 .
Some of the Fightbook's authors claim a connection with the courtly world. In short prologues, preambles or dedication's forms (textual or figurative), the authors who mentioned connections to this world can be ranked in three categories: those who present themselves as fightmasters (fecht-or schirmmeister, master-at-arms) in the service of a court 18 ; those who dedicate their works to princes without mentioning their function to the court 19 or those who do not dedicate their works. Among the latter category, it is still possible to distinguish between authors who claim guild or brotherhood membership or those recognized by one of these20. The Fightmaster's occupation can indeed be performed outside of the courtly world, in other socio-professionnal context such as within the cities under the auspices of guilds or brotherhoods as discussed below.
I. FIGHTSCHOOLS: "FOR A FREE FIGHT IN GOOD COMPANY IN A CIRCLE, FOR SOME COINS OR TO THE HIGHEST BLEEDING WOUND"
The art of combat bears a duality: the playful (schimpf) and serious (ernst) dimension. In the writings of the first glossator of the Epitome in 1389, the following advice is given:
" [...] Rubboli-Cesari (2002:31) . 23 Hans Lecküchner deals with messer fighting techniques. The above quotations are from the 1482 Fightbook, quoted after Müller (1994:375) . The issue of the playful or serious dimension transposed on the technical level of execution is hardly defined. The difference is made more by the purpose of the gesture, less by its mechanical/bodily execution. Welle (1993:2) , considering knightly games, especially wrestling, also believes that this duality do not actually differ in motor actions. The game serves on one hand as training and on the other hand allows the display of its "technical culture" 24 . Thus, it is possible for the fighter to train a gesture in a playful context and to execute it in a serious situation.
The same logic is to be found in the chivalric praxis linked to the different events commonly referred to as "tournaments" 25 . The martial gesture executed during those regulated events will allow the fighter to train to defend his life against a blow of a spear, a poleaxe or a sword, and also at the same time to win an award, to gain recognition or favors of both peers and elites. These events, initially reserved for the aristocratic fighting elites, slipped into the most humble classes in the late middle ages 26 . Moreover, the influence of these highly ritualized form of combat and their roots in the various praxis of trial by combats shaped not only the Renaissance duel of honour, as pointed out by Cavina (2005:27-30, 38-40) , Neumann (2010:215) 27 and Priezel (2012:118) 28 , but also the ritual and the competitive side of the Fightschools.
Another parallel can easily be drawn with another form of game, the "game of the bow" (jeu de l'arc). Ordinances of temporal authorities in the Kingdoms of England, then France, aim to reduce the game practices of their subjects to only the "game of the bow", at the expense of other physical games or gambling. It was certainly not only a means of regulating social violence, but rather a way to have qualified archers for military purposes (Mehl 1990 :360-364, Contamine 2003 . Mehl (2010:271-276 ) has demonstrated, in his research on games and its relationship with the authorities in the Kingdom of France from the thirteenth to the sixteenth century, the tensions to allow regulation, and ultimately to control the competitive activities, especially within cities. He came to the same conclusions as Schaufelberger (1972) , stressing the need for control of the space dedicated to these praxis, as well as the relation to the various protagonists organizing and participating, especially guilds and brotherhoods. From the sixteenth century onwards, Tlusty (2011:221) showed the role played by "shooting societes, sword-fighting schools and sword dance" for both the social and the military ends.
Thus, the study of competitive, leisure and festive activities proves to be of primary importance to address issues related to the handling of weapons, but also the wider 24 "In diesem Sinne dient das Spiel u.a. der Einübung und Demonstration ritterlicher Kulturtechniken. Spiel und Arbeit, unterschiedlich nur in ihrem Affektstandard, unterscheiden sich nicht in ihren motorischen Handlungen." Welle (1993:2) . 25 For a general state of the issue, see the various contributions in Fleckenstein (1986) . For a good survey, see Barber -Barker (1989) . 26 See the latter footnotes, but especially on the lower classes tournaments see Bove (2003:135-163) , van der Neste (1996) and more recently Nadot (2012) who points out for example (p.14), the various interdictions to joust on barrels by the echinal bans of Flanders towns. 27 "Die Bedeutungsvarianten des gerichtlichen Zweikampfes lassen sich bis auf einzelne Trands weder chronologisch fixieren noch in ein Fortschrittsmodel einbinden, das den Weg vom gottesgerichtlichen iudicium pugnae zum Ehrenduell der Moderne nachzeichnet." 28 "An die Stelle der Logik des Gottesurteils ist hier jene des frühneuzeitlichen Duells getreten." inherent socio-cultural and socio-professional issues (Heers, 1982:9) . In addition, it is interesting to note that if tournaments -and to a lesser extent archery -have occupied historians, none of these activities have a technical literature comparable in terms of quality and quantity with the Fightbooks.
Within the cities of the ancient Swiss Confederation, the first mention of "play of sword" (jeu de l'épée) is found in the accounts of the city of Estavayer in 1454 29 , further ones follow in the accounts of the town of Orbe in 1459 and 1462 30 . Similar references are found beyond the ancient Swiss Confederation, in Flanders cities 31 for example.
Behind these mentions appears a practice akin to a remunerated demonstration of martial skills before a middle-class public. Were those events episodic? Who were the practitioners? Some of these questions are answered in the investigation of a regulated fighting practice within the cities from the second half of the fifteenth century: the Fightschools (Schirm-or Fechtschulen 32 ). According to Tlusty (2011:211) : "Fencing or sword-fighting schools were not permanent institutions, but public competitions or traning sessions offered by a traveling swordman."
For Hauser (1987:173) : "Between the fourteenth and sixteenth century, in almost all Swiss cities are found fencing teachers, masters-at-arms and fencing schools." However, to agree with this statement, terminology and definition of such practices must be delineated first. Fighting with swords is at the end of the Middle Ages, in a world "used to the sword", "a hobby and a popular pastime"; fightschools and shooting competitions are "middle-class leisure and commonplaces" (Schubert, 1995:238-239) . To understand the praxeological shifts between handling of warfare weapons reserved to a fighting elite to the widespread of regulated praxis of a civilian fencing, the steps of the "late medieval trend to professionalisation" must be examined, especially in relation to craft guilds grouping 29 Barbey (1911 Barbey ( :289, 1912 Contamine (2003:361) . 32 The term fechten slips from its original meaning "fight" into "fence". For a lexicographic approach of fechten and schirmen, see Hils (1985a:244-247) . The term schule keeps the same double meaning as the Latin word ludus, meaning "play" or "school" (Amberger, 2007:179) .
middle-class to fellow workers. In itself, it is not surprising to find the same actors wielding swords as a recreational, proto-sportive or competitive activity along with their military obligations in urban militias or watch. Especially as the guild system already gathered marksmen (bow, crossbow and arquebus), at least from the fourteenth century onwards, in many cities (Amberger, 2007:179; Galas, 2011:137) in connection with, on one hand military activities (defence of the town), on the other hand with festive activities (shooting competitions, see Schaufelberger, 1972:119-139; Tlusty 2011:191-198 ).
The term "fechtschule" appears in the Council books (Ratsbücher) of ancient Swiss Confederation cities in the second half of the fifteenth century. Thus in 1463, the Council of the city of Lucerne, regarding "the many Fightschools, which were held on the place of the City hall", states "that nobody from now on shall fight or fence in front of the City Hall, whoever he is." 33 Other similar mentions refer to gatherings alikes in Basel 1445, Zürich 1454 34 , Lucerne 1459, without the term "Fightschool", but we cannot be mistaken about the type of event, since "Fightmasters" or "Fightteachers," are involved in those, under "School regulations" (schulrecht) 35 .
The same events occur in the southern cities of the Holy Roman Empire: Augsburg, Strasbourg, Frankfurt am Main, Cologne, Freiburg in Bresgau, Munich, Nuremberg ; but also Bruges, Prague, Wroclaw, Lübeck, Gdansk, Krakow, etc. Most of these cities were granted franchises (thus are referred to as "Free cities") and were major center for guild's activities and warfare, as pointed out by Chandler (2012) Schaufelberger (1972:141) . 34 This event (Stadt Archiv Zürich, B VI, 219, fol. 124r-126v) is quoted by Hils (1985a:176 Jaquet (2010:77-87) . Several sources quoted out of Schaufelberger 1972:141-146) . Regarding « school regulation », the term appears twice in the corpus studied. Such document are nowhere yet to be found for the period. 36 Unpublished lecture given in Boston Sword Gathering VIII by Jean Chandleur: "Butchers, Bakers and Candlestick makers -Who wielded the swords in sport and war in the time of the fencing masters". 37 The guild record go back to 1477. See Wasmannsdorff (1870) and Schaer (1901) and most of the quoted authors of reference regarding martial arts. Actually, the first known guild statutes (Saint Michael Guild) dates back to 1456 in Bruges, see Galas (2011:137-141) . 38 Edited in Huhle-Brunck (1987:28-30) .
earlier, at least since the late fourteenth century 39 . This document allows a brotherhood 40 to claim occupation's exclusivity, the right of electing their members, to produce documents regulating their practice and the right to punish offenders. These points represent most of the criteria of professionalism, in the modern sense of the term.
The masters of the sword who exercised their expertise in these Fightschools would come in direct line with the ancient gladiators according to Schaer (1901:13) , stressing the continuity between the ancient practices of the ars dimicatoria and various forms of public duels during the Middle Ages. The connection is worth considering, a little daring, perhaps, but should be retained especially for the case of duel champions (campiones). During the thirteenth century compilation of customary law record and set ancient customs giving the opportunity to an individual involved in a trial by battle to be represented by a third party, subject to certain conditions (Hils, 1985b:328-340) . These professional fighters were of low social status, close to the status of ancient gladiatores by having "no rights" 41 and thus, legally speaking, allowing them to be murdered without any consequence. The system runs out of steam in the course of the fourteenth century, when the judicial duel is restrained to specific cases and slowly replaced by the investigation procedure -at least this is the will of the authorities -, although still resists prohibitions of spiritual and temporal powers until the middle of the sixteenth century (Cavina, 2005 ; Neumann, 2010 , Tlusty 2011 .
Another element would link these fighting praxis with Antiquity. The Meistersanger Hans Sachs, shoemaker and a Marxbruder in Nuremberg wrote a fighting song (Fechtspruch) in 1555 alongside with ca. 6000 works. In the poem, he asks a Fightmaster about the genesis of the art of combat (Ursprung der ritterlichen Kunst). It dates from the Olympic Games, founded by Hercules and widespread by roman gladiators (quoted in Ellis 1986:48) . Further on, when the rhetorical question of why fighting is no more customary, he answers that the fighting was now a leisure time activity (Kurtzweil), but still noble (Adelich) like jousting or tourneying, playing string instrument and that it is good for the body and a pleasure to watch for olds and young, also allowing courageous and manly men to win prices, honour and reputation 42 .
These "sword players", some of them to be considered professional fighters, were from middle to low social extraction (Hils, 1995:201-219; Tlusty, 2011:130) . Whether taking part in judicial duels, entertaining the crowds, teaching their art or participating in public competitions, their praxis is difficult to grasp, alongside with social "categories" such as 39 The genesis of these praxis is debated among researchers. S. Wetzler traces a ban on holding fencing school in London in 1189 (2012:65) . Many others cite the reference to the 7 masters of the sword in Paris 1292 from tax roll, as well as the bans on students to participate in various Fightschools at Universities (Prague 1348, Vienna 1365, Heidelberg 1386, Erfurt 1392). All, however, agree to place the development of these practices in the fifteenth century. See for instance Anglo (2000:7-18) , Galas (2011:38-140) , Amberger (2007:177-181 Hils (1995:204) 42 This passage is quoted fully in Schmied-Kowarzik -Kufahl (1894:10-11) and partially translated in Amberger (2007:185) . jugglers (spilleute) with which they are often associated, see fig. 2 43 and 3 44 . They are migrants (Schubert 1995:226-244; Tlusty 2011:211) , moving to exert their practices, like craft guilds journeymen, seeking protection -financial and legal -which they can acquire at the end of the Middle Ages within the walls of a city, at the service of princes or by winning/earning membership in a guild. Edited in Graf zu Waldburg Wolfegg (1997) 43 At first sight: a pair of swordplayer with their referee with several weapon types to the ground alike to those described in Fightbooks. At second sight: a pair of wrestler. At third sight: a snaketamer, a sword-swallower and a fire-eater. These connections between fighters and jugglers are also often made in "Planetenbilder" illustrations, see Grasshoff (1976:218-232) . I shall thank Christian Jäser for this reference. 44 At first sight: an acrobat. Other popular games are depicted in this engraving: ball play, stone throwing, shooting. To be noted as well, the bath scene to the right, associating pleasure with Fightschools. Banderolles, engraving, c.1464 . Cited in Anglo (2000 .
Fig. 3: Master of the

II. PETER SCHWYZER VON BERN, SWORD PLAYER AND MASTER OF THE SWORD
In order to plot their history, the difficult task of collecting sources that mention the passage of these migrants must be undertaken. I propose to follow the footsteps of one of them, Peter Schwyzer, and at the same time to outline the realities and practices behind the Fightschools 45 .
In 1485, he worked at Baden in canton Aargau, with the support of the City council and the Countess, as a "Fightmaster in all knightly weapons." These weapons are listed below: "sword, long knife, dagger, staff or spear, battle-axe and halberds or any other local weapons" and these "on foot or on horseback." 46 It is interesting to note that this list matches exactly the different weapons addressed by the Hugo Wittenwiler in his Fightbook cited in introduction. Still in Baden, he proclaims:
45 For a more detailed version of this case study, see Jaquet (2010:77-87) . Several sources quoted out of Schaufelberger (1972:144-145 
"If someone, whoever he is, [is willing to do] with me in good friendship and company a free bout in a circle, for some gold coins or for free bleeding wounds from a blow, I shall not withdraw, indeed I'll do it confidently. 47 "
This reference is interesting for several reasons, as it shows some details of these regulated fighting praxis, but also their possible stakes. Money is not surprising, but the mention of a bout achieved by blood deserves further comments. The struggle for "first blood" recalls of course a form of regulation for civil duels of honour from the end of the sixteenth century onwards (Frevert, 1991:26; Brioist-Drévillon-Serna, 2002:52) , and still persisting in the nineteenth century Mensur practices (Biastoch 1995 , Krug-Richter 2012 . In fact, it is part of a very ancient tradition that can be traced back to Antiquity. In the twenty-third book of the Iliad, the funeral games of Patroclus are related. After chariot races, boxing matches, wrestling matches and running races, duels to the first blood are the last games 48 .
This relatively early mention of a bout ended by first blood is then to be considered with precautions. Nevertheless a contemporary mandate for the organization of a "tournament", or rather a Fightschool, in Strasbourg mentions that the bouts were sorted out by the highest bleeding wound (hohsten bluotrür) 49 . Various accounts of sixteenth century Fightschools show that the blood was indeed spilled, even though it was forbidden to draw blood, especially that of beginners (Amberger 2007:184 (Dupuis, 2013, p. 67 Underlining the relation between Fightschools and Fightbooks, these tricks match the forbidden wrestlings (verpotten ringen) described by glossators of the Liechtenauer's Epitome from 1452 onwards in the duelling to the bitter end section (Kampffechten 51 ) that are to be "forbidden by all wise masters of the sword (maistern des swertz)" and "that which schoolfencers (schulfechtern) are not allowed to learn or even see" 52 .
Peter Schwyzer seems to have moved thereafter to Basel where he appears in the sources as "master" and holds Fightschools from 1490 onwards (Mathys, 1954:26-27 Basel. His departure to Freiburg im Breisgau is mentioned. An order placed in Bern in 1504 leaves a trace in the records of the city and attests his activity as Fightmaster there as well (Haller, 1902:136 -vol.III For the considered period, the paratext of this literature is so poor and such little academic research on the matter has been undertaken, that it is hard to establish the intended context of application of these treatises, as well as their role in the process of embodied knowledge transmission (didactic, utilitarian, collectable dimensions?). Too little evidence of a connection with warfare and men-at-arms training per se leads researchers to disregard this context of application (Anglo, 2000:271-271; Amberger 2007:185; Tlusty 2011:211 Fightschools, especially for its earlier period, the fifteenth and early sixteenth century 58 . These would offer insights into, on one hand, the praxeology of civil regulated single combats, on the other hand, the sociology of its actors, both key elements to understand the Historical European Martial Arts.
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